How does ammonium dynamically interact with benzene in aqueous media? A first principle study using the Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics method.
The Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD) method was used to study the dynamic characteristics of the cation-pi interaction between ammonium and benzene in gaseous and aqueous media. The results obtained from the CPMD calculation on the cation-pi complex in the gaseous state were very similar to those calculated from the Gaussian98 program with DFT and MP2 algorithms, demonstrating that CPMD is a valid approach for studying this system. Unlike the interaction in the gaseous state, our 12-ps CPMD simulation showed that the geometry of the complex in aqueous solution changes frequently in terms of the interaction angles and distances. Furthermore, the simulation revealed that the ammonium is constantly oscillating above the benzene plane in an aqueous environment and interacts with benzene mostly through three of its hydrogen atoms. In contrast, the interaction of the cation with the aromatic molecule in the gaseous state involves two hydrogen atoms. In addition, the free energy profile in aqueous solution was studied using constrained CPMD simulations, resulting in a calculated binding free energy of -5.75 kcal/mol at an optimum interaction distance of approximately 3.25 A, indicating that the cation-pi interaction between ammonium and benzene is stable even in aqueous solution. Thus, this CPMD study suggested that the cation-pi interaction between an ammonium (group) and an aromatic structure could take place even on surfaces of protein or nucleic acids in solution.